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KANSAS CITY, MO, February 5th, 2020
2020 is off to a quick start for the TrackMy Solutions team. We are 
hyper-focused on continuing to deliver on our vision of ‘saving 
a life.’ We are strategically growing and working to embed our 
technology in clinical workflows at forward-thinking organizations. 
As we grow our brand and technology, it is important to keep an 
eye on constant innovation and building strategic plans to deliver 
for our client-base – with this we are very excited to announce our 
formal creation of a Board of Advisors. We have offered board
positions to key strategic individuals in and out of our industry
(to gain as much ongoing organic feedback as possible) with a 
focus on scalability, strategic growth and structuring our business to deliver for years to come.

Our inaugural member of the TrackMy Board of Advisors is Nick van Terheyden, MD
www.linkedin.com/in/nickvt  •  www.incrementalhealthcare.com

Dr Nick is an independent expert and leader in Digital Healthcare and Sustainable Innovation. 
He has served as the Chief Medical Officer for several large corporations, in addition 
dedicated time as a board member to many companies. He hosts an ongoing radio show 
titled ‘The Incrementalist’ where he discusses open topics in healthcare with industry experts. 
He brings a distinctive blend of medical practice and business strategy both national and 
international, to the realm of healthcare technology. He is not just an ordinary medical Doctor 
but an innovator whose passion is driven by his career and training as a physician, helping 
others, transferring knowledge and working in collaboration at the intersection of healthcare, 
technology and human behavior.

Dr Nick focuses on radical incrementalism, learning from other industries and applying ideas to 
healthcare to bring immediate value but that also add up to the big leap in we need and are 
all looking for – revolution through evolution. He has an easy-going nature and an ability to talk 
in terms people can understand, that is supported by a depth and breadth of knowledge and 
the experience and intensity to match.

We are VERY excited to welcome Dr. Nick to the Team, and gain his ongoing insight 
into the healthcare industry and how we can continue to focus on #PatientSafetyNow 
#StandardOfCare NOW!
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